Spring 2019 GEs

The courses listed here are scheduled Sixth College **Lower Division** GE’s offered during Spring 2019. There are additional upper division classes available that are not included on this list. Please reference the complete list of GE’s available on the Sixth website. For course descriptions, refer to the UCSD General Catalog online.

**SOCIAL ANALYSIS**

**Anthropology**: ANTH 2, 21, 23  
**Cognitive Science**: COGS 1, 11  
**Communication**: COMM 10  
**Critical Gender Studies**: CGS 2B  
**Economics**: ECON 1, 3  
**Education Studies**: 25  
**Ethnic Studies**: ETHN 3  
**Linguistics**: LIGN 4, 7, 8  
**Management, Rady School of**: MGT 16, 18  
**Political Science**: POLI 10D, 12D  
**Psychology**: PSYC 1, 6, 7  
**Sociology**: SOCI 40, 50, 70  
**Urban Studies and Planning**: USP 3

**NARRATIVE, AESTHETIC, AND HISTORICAL REASONING**

**African American Studies**: AAS 10  
**History**: HILD 2C, 7C  
**Jewish Studies**: JUDA 3  
**Linguistics**: Any Linguistics course taught in languages other than English (with exception of LIDS)  
**Literature**: Any Literature course taught in languages other than English;  
**Music**: MUS 4, 7, 11, 12, 15, 17  
**Philosophy**: PHIL 1, 13, 15, 33  
**Theater and Dance**: TDGE 11, 25; TDHT 10, 23  
**Third World Studies**: TWS 25  
**Visual Arts**: VIS 21A, 22

**ANALYTIC METHODOLOGIES/SCIENTIFIC METHOD**

**Biology**: BILD 1, 2, 3, 7, 18  
**Cognitive Science**: COGS 17  
**Chemistry**: CHEM 6A, 6B, 6C, 6CH, 11  
**Environmental Systems**: ESYS 10  
**Physics**: PHYS 1A, 1B, 1C, 2A, 2B, 2C, 4B, 4E, 8, 9  
**Scripps Institute of Oceanography**: SIO 10, 16, 50

**EXPLORING DATA**

**Cognitive Science**: COGS 14B  
**Mathematics**: MATH 11  
**Political Science**: POLI 5D, 30D  
**Psychology**: PSYC 60  
**Sociology**: SOCI 60

**STRUCTURED REASONING**

**Mathematics**: MATH 10A, 10B, 10C, 20A, 20B, 20C  
**Philosophy**: PHIL 10

**ART MAKING**

**Literature**: LTWR 8B, 8C  
**Music**: MUS 1C, 2C, 2CK, 32, 32V, 95C, 95D, 95E, 95G, 95JC, 95K, 95L, 95W  
**Theater and Dance**: TDAC 1, TDMV 1, 2, 3, TDPW 1  
**Visual Arts**: VIS 3, 60, 70N

**INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY FLUENCY**

**Cognitive Science**: COGS 8, 18  
**Computer Science and Engineering**: CSE 3, 8A, 11  
**Data Science**: DSC 10, 20  
**Electrical and Computer Engineering**: ECE 15  
**Mechanical Engineering**: MAE 5, 8  
**Structural Engineering**: 9

**Disclaimer**: Although these course offerings are reviewed carefully, there may be some changes or omissions to the schedule. In the spirit of building a strong partnership with our students, we ask that you contact academic advising if you see any inaccuracies.